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Dubos, pathologist, gives
Sykes Lecture tonight

by Anne RobWard
Some concerned
Knowlton
residents are presenting a strong
case for theretention of Knowlton
as a language dorm. Chuck
.. Roberts, Knowlton's housefellow,
Allison Davis, Celinia Melendez,
and other residents and language
department personnel have been
presenting Knowlton's case. Thus
far, they have spoken to Mr.
Churchill,
assistant
to the
President, Mr. Swanson, dean of
faculty and are planning to meet
with President Ames.
Dean of Student Activities,
Marg watson, who is in charge of
student housing, is presently
"very opposed to specialized
housing." Both she and Dean
Swanson emphasize the financial
aspect of the question; that is
filling the dorm to its capacity
since there are single rooms that
could be made into doubles.
Dean Swanson stated that the
concerned individuals have
presented a strong case about the
educational benefits of Knowlton.
While the decision to close

Knowlton still stands, the issue
has been reopened and the'
donn's case is being considered.

Dean Swanson stated that, "The
value of the program
will
determine if it's kept.
Davis and Roberts have been
working for three weeks to retain
Knowlton. Previously Roberts
had been in contact with the
. administration
but no action
could be taken until the decision
was made. Their main course of
action is simply to present the
academic benefits of having a
language dorm.
As far as tbese students are
concerned, the only remaining
argument against keeping the
language dorm is, the uti1ization
of space. They believe the
program itself is working better
than it ever has. Most students
there are interestd in "living'! the
IJ

Lazrus to be included

In 1976'dorm lottery
by Anne Robillard
All nineteen upper campus
dorms will be in the lottery this
year, according to Dean Watson.
For the first tiine Lazrus will be
included in the dorm selection

Fee raises
Questions
by BoDDieGreenwald
The $150 fee for music lessons
Whichwas passed by the Board 01
Trustees bas surprised a number ~
of music students, but, according'
to Frank Church, chairman of the
department, the fee is in line with
the sister schools.

president, stateU tnat no one was

unbappy and that they live there
and they like it. She was not
prepared to say whether she
thought it should be in the dorm
lottery.
The major problem seemed to
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Though Wesleyan and Dart, =
mouth do not charge, all of the
;;;
':. '>:: \
other
schools
charge
ap// /, ,- :': ""'-.:
~
proximately $150. H?wever, for
// /
an applied music major, the cost
would be $1200 over four years.
'\',
The administration is working
''J,lI!!IiiO"",,=,j,._1l'
with the music department to
implement the fee as fairly as process. Although it was not a copossible. One consideration,
op this year, it was not included
according to Church, Is- the in the lottery
because
the
remission of fees for junior and decision to make it a regular
senior majors.
dorm was not made until the
John Anthony pointed out a summer.
number of problems which win
Dean Watson stated that since
have to be dealt with. -One is Lazrus is a dormitory and it has
whether students taking music to be filled, the fairest wav to do
for four credits should pay the sois to putit in the lottery. This is
same as a student taking it for the only way to determine who is
two.
going to Iivethere.
Anth.onyalso pointed to the fact
Lazrus
has
twenty-nine
that many of his students take residents and the interviews
both organ and piano. This would conducted witb five produced

president, said that the auction is
being pubicized in the form of "a
statement to the entire community" inviting them to donate
their goods and-or services.
Some of the goods donated thus
far include four passes to the
remaining
feature flicks on
campus, an afternoon of sailing
on the Long Island Sound for four
people w@ their choice of any

create

flavor homemade
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a considerable

expense

forcing them to possibly drop
one.
Church pointed out that music
stucents have excellent facilities
at Conn. and that music is always
an investment. He is not sure
what the effect the fee will have
on the music d~partment. He
emphasized
that
the
administration does not want to
weaken the department and is
attempting to deal., with 'the
problem.

similar

answers.

They believed

"We had some spin ted bidding
.and the competition between
students was really great," he
aid. "The job of the auctioneer is
to keep that competition going as
long as possible."
Biscuti
attended
Reisch
College of Auctioneering
in
Mason City, Iowa, where he
learned now to auction off
everything from live-stock to
tools. Around the New London
area, be said that he works
"primarily in the antique line."

by MImI Glootl
A mere fingerlap of the nose,
signifying the highest bid, may
win somebody a body massage at
the Second Ann ual StudentFaculty Auction next week.
The auction, which will be held
on March 4th at 7 p.m. in Cro
Main Lounge, is being sponsored
by tbe senior class. Andy
Hemmingway,

senior

class

ice cream,

an

that the dorm. as a group of evening of hilarity to be shared
people
-has
worked
out. with Dean John King and Dean
Housefellow, Tina Brown, said Wayne Swanso...- Donations of
Heveryone is pretty happy." The

many kinds are being received,

most popular proIDem involved
the design of the dorm. .
Edward Breed stated that "tbe

but as Shelly Conger, one of the
auction coordinators, said: "the
more creative it is, the more fun

donn

the auction is."

is miserable,"

that

the

rooms are like shoeboxes and
. there is no sound proofing.
"Other than that it's a great
place."
LouisaYousoof,
house

Auctioneer Philip Biscuti, who
is director
of photographic
services at Conn., also conducted
the bidding last year when the
auction was held in Dana Hall.
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Although he
National
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a member of the
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Association,

Biscuti explained
that he now views auctioneering
as a bobby. "I enjoy people and _
associating with people," he said.
Therefore bis participation in
next week's a uetion is "strictly a
good-will
gesture
to the

students.' ,

. Student. and [aculty
participation In tbe event involves
purchasing' goods as well as
continued on page seveo

Knowlton:
( There are alternatives
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Use, don't abuse

A language dorm allows students to enrich their
language study through Its dally use within the dorm .
The value of such an opportunity cannot be denied.
Uvlng, eating, and associating with others In a concentrated atmosphere supplements the classroom time
and 15particularly Important for those students who
cannot go abroad.
PUNDIT recognizes that the language dorm 15 a
valuable supplement to learning a language at Conn.
and regrets the administration's decls10n to abolish It
next year without considering possible alternatives. We
cannot Ignore the fact that tightened financial circumstances require sacrifice and compromise but
abolishment 15not automatically the solution.
The changing of more singles Into doubles with upper
class language stud4ilts filling them 15one suggested
compromise. The disadvantages of living In a doublewhich are uniform at most other schools - should be
outweighed by the benefits of a language dorm.
The possibility of utlllzllng a smaller quad dorm
should also be considered. An objection to this 15the
necessity of separate dining, but with the partial centralizatlOlLof dining next year, It 15probable that more
non-foreign language speaking students would be eating
In Knowlton anyway.
.
PUNDIT urges the students of Knowlton and the admln/stratlon to'make use of theresources available to
achieve a financially and academically acceptable
solution.
.
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Qlange in Policy
In contrast to previous editorial policy, letters to
the editor will be printed at the discretion of the
Editorial Board.
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Connecticut provides an opportunity for faculty to eat
In the dormitories which, unfortunately, enough faculty
do not take advantage of. This policy 15outlined In a
letter that was sent out with the faculty meaI cards. The
letter encourages faculty to eat In the dormitories occasionally with students. An Invitation is not necessary
for lunch though one 15required for dinner.
However, smaTi groups of faculty are abusing the
program. They are dining In dormitories at least three
days a week and are not dining with students. Rather,
they come in -groups and sit alone whenever space
permits. The fact that these are small groups does'not
make this abuse any less offensive. PUNDIT suggests to
these people .that they reconsider their attitudes, the
purpose of the program, and the quality of their participation In it.
'
The program provides an exc~lIent opportunity for
faculty and students to meet on an informal basis.
PUNDIT does not want t.osee the program end, but also
can not accept tHis continual abuse of' It. While 'PUNDIT
suggests to these faculty that they make proper use of
the program, we simultaneously llrge':'ihBre fii'culty to
utilize this opportunity.
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to the editor-e-«

be pl,ltient
To lIle EdItor:
I feel I must respond to Peter
Bellotti's article of February
19th, because it is only one of
marly complaints concerning the
use of the gym this past month.
These all come from special
interest I!l'oups that .. ant that
facility during the prime oo111;S.
Every complaint fails to lake into
consideration that the major
objective of our Department is to
off.er y many opportunities for
participation as pOSsible.This we
are doing, as evidenced by the
tresent 1,300 participants in our
physical education, intramural,
intercollegiate and sports club:
trograms. This is being' done
because of eztra effort by our
staff, student ,assistants. and
co=tmily
volunteers,
There is a price for this increased -activily'. - Everyone is
inconvenienced because It no..
requires lighl scheduling and
time for conversion from one
8ctivilylo the next. The Cro Gym
was nol deSfgned or easy COIJ'
version. The only possible way to
keep these annoyanl"!S at a
minim1D11is for all the College
Conontmily 10 respect the righl of
the Pt6\lle -wno have beeliassigned a particular time in the
Gym. This mearis _ do not interiere with Ihe assigned lime
allotment and respect the fact
that som';'me'will be com'
immediately after you. ~g nO:;
expect tbem to clean
post
activil mess
up your
The ylime
fo
come
r our
DeJl":lment. 10 develop a use
triorily poliey. We are In the
process of doing so. The time has
also come for the College to

has

recol!I1ize that
th~ \ndoor
physica1' eaui:~Hiln' laCltfies
eannot 'adequately accommodate
the needs of our Department. We
need, some tl:l'~ of_a~lJar'y. gym ,
facllity. Our use priority policy
will also include recommended
changes in Ihe Crozier-Williams
Building to achieve this purpose.
In the meantime, I urge all to
exercise patience. My door is
always open. Typical of Peter's
complaint. most complaints are
not based' on an tmderstanding of
the demands or all the facts.
• I )~jJ '.

,~ar..l~,Lu~e

Chairman, Dept.
of Physical Educa\ion

skate
Dear Pundll:

We've been doing a lot of
thinking abOut priorities here at .
Go!l!1e.cticut College. We think
that CoCo needs a hockey rink
despera!ely. It is l:llII1ored that
there is a benefactor for this
proposed hockey rink. Urn, my
idea, after many hours of serious
contemplation is to tear down
Lymen Allyn musewn and to
build a h?"key rink with this
benefactor s money. ThIS way.
the parking loWs already bwlt
and. also, so is the access road.
'We've questined many stuoents
and no one goes there any .. ay.
People woold rather skale than
loOkat old doUcoUectipns. People
need' other outlets aside from the
twenty mmutes re.1aJ<atlOnafter diMer In Harris. We ask that the
CoUege heartily endorse thiS
suggeslin. Let's see some action ~
and some student support.

In all sincerity,
Connecticut College Camelleltes
(-

'

...

New London Shorts

Security Log
TIIEF1': On Monday, Feb. 22, a
student's car ...as stolen outside
JoTeeman. The student claims the
<DOl'll were locked. After 1eaving
lbe car for 15 minutes, lbe
student returned
to lind it
missing. The car ...as found later
that night in MontvIlle by police
and returned.
TIIEF1': On Feb. 18, a student
reported a leather jacket missing

from a locker

in the

men's lor.1rp..

room. Both doors were unlocked.
The coat was valued at $175.
ATTEMPTED ENTRY: On
Feb. 18, a screen was removed
from a balcony room in BIlBlt.
The room was not eJ!l"red
Nothing was reported missing.
VANDALISM: On Feb. 23 in
Freeman, a fjre exlinlruisber was

dllmaged. The bose, nazzle and
clip. were all broken.
VANDALISM: On Feb. 20 in
!be Burdick livmg room, glass
..... d""!Jed0n lbe floor: a couch
~d chair ...as smashed; furD1tlre ..... overturned: a Coke
bollle was jammed into !be ...all:
ash .. and cigarettes were found
littered on the floor. Damaged
estimated at $500.
VANDALISM: On Feb. 21 in
Burdick,
Insulatioa
and
protective wood covering. were
tom from pipes, Toilet paper ...as
roUed from lbe top floor to the
basement, creating a safety and
fire hazard. It was impossible to
use lbe basement telephooe boolb
due to the amOlDltof paper.
BREAKAGE: On Feb. 20 in lbe
west 2m> of Cro. a 6-foot das.

Jo

o

plate buket
backboard
...as
broken.
TRESPASSING: On Feb. 22 in
Windlam and Burdick, strangers
were reported in the balls. They
were not ca~t.
No damage ...as
reporled. That night, a Groton
l'Outh ...as found asleep on a
couch in Winlllam. The boy,
reportedly
extremely
inIoIicated, was cooperalive bit
",nlused and taken home.

by M1c11ae1 J. GanI.y

When silting through the
results of last Tuesday's New
Hampshire primary, the role of
the pr... In determining their
significance must be examined.
In olber words, is lb. preference
of barely over 100,000 voters in
N.1i all lbat important, or Is it
th. manner in which the re.ults
. are perceived by lbe ne.... media.
Is the N.H. primary for the voters
rI. lbe stale or for journalists?
In trying to llnd SClIIIeanswers
to lbese questions, WCNl News
...ent to Manchester N.1i last
weekend and bad lbe opportooity
to discuss them wilb politicians
and members of'!be nationsi
pre .. corps.
Wben asked if the IiI.H.
primary ...aa a contest bet ...een
candidlltes seeking !be support of
N.1i voters or a media event,
Chris Splrou, the Minority
Leader
of the N.H. State
Legislature and the campaign
stat. chairman for Sen. Birch
Bayb replied
HI think it is a combination of
!be t ...o. I think tile press bas a
lmctioninlb. primary and I also
lbink lbat the voters help play a
substantial role which is very
much influenced by the press.
What happened here, I am afraid

Student
Government
Presidential
selfnominations will Re-open on Wednesday 'February
25- March 1, In Student Government room (In 0'0).
The Speech Amalgo will be on Monday March 8, at
6:30 p.m., in Hale 122.
Voting will be In the Post Office on March 9 & 10,
from 9-5 p.m. The Inauguration of all new officers
will be on Thursday, March 11 at College Council.
On March 1, there will be a Candidates Meeting
at 5 p.m. In the Student Govt. room In 0'0.
Presidenflal self nominations close at this time.
TJ'le following will occur at this meeting:
1. Explanation of Election Procedures.
2. Pictures for and submittal of platform to
PUNDIT will be 'taken. (length: no longer than two
pages typed; double-spaced)'
3. All candidates must have a cumulatIve
average of 2.0 or above.
Election Board

Barnes-Roche co'?-Sultants evaluate
College's development program
by MImI Glnolt
A year ago January, Director
of Development John Detmold
finalized a contract wilb Bam..
and Roche, Inc. "They are
fund-raising
consultants
in,
Philadelphia" he explained. "At
my suggesti~n lbe colleg. asked
them to COll8l1lt wilb us last
year "
neimold said that Barnes and
Roche were asked to evaluate th.
college's development program
with an, .mphasis
upon the

NUld=e e.tbuIee .. Newl
Since a radiation leak two
weeks ago pit lbe nuclear po r
station Ml1JsloneOne in the n......
questions and dev.lopments
about the safety and need for
atomic energy station. bave
risen again.
A former General Electric
nuclear engineer, who resigned
to sbow his concern over
regulatory cootrols on nuclear
plant., told a Congressional
committee
on Feb. 18 that the

Election '76

ATTENTION
Student Government Presidential Elections.

lihrary
Building Fund. The
ootcome of ~hIs evaluation has
been a summary of· recommendatioDS, most of which have
already
been implemented,
according
to Detmold.
By
November 1975, 21 oot of !be total
22 suggestions made by Bames
and Roche last spring were in
effect.
In regards to !be library
Building Fund, some of the
Sllggestio~ made by the con.ullants
mcluded a clear.r

definition of lbe need for the
library on !be part of lbe
president and a clearer 00derstanding
of th.ir respons1bility for lbe success of lbe
program on !be part. of the
trustees. On. of the llnancial
SllggestiODSwas lb. institution of
"a carefully controlled program
of soliciting gifts of 50,000 dollars
or more," according to lbe
written reJ)Ol1.
In regard.
'19 th. overall
de.velopemnt program of the
college, Barnes and Roche
Sllggested that Presi4Jent Ames
prepare "a statement of his gosls
and aspirations for !be college a.
!be buis for a process of institutional planning" and lb.
fonnation of a commiltee to
serve as a taaI< force. Accordlil&
to Detmold, "We've got to get lbe
various taaI< forces going, decide
what we'd IiU to be in flve to len
years, what kind of a college we'd
like to be."
The report also recommended
a more integrated program: me
which would "relste its priority
needs (for endowment, facilities,
and current operations) to lbe
varying
interests of its c0nstituencies, ralber lban focusing
attention on a single project
contlnaed on page .Ix

-,
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MiD....... One 0011In Wllterlord m
cd 11 olb ... plants .~
to ...
Ml1Jslone should be sma down :z:
ootil improvements are made in
lbe foodamenla1 deoign of !be m
coIUiner facility.
•
Connecticut Gov.rnor
Ella
Graaso usigned the taaI< of Z
prepwing a checklist of problems. 0
and que.tions about MilIs"'ne to
flve slIIte agencies on Feb. 19. •
The list, due in a matter of III
day., will be sent to federal rI.- .,.
flcWs in Washington, including m
ceenecticut
Congres.man.
Christopher
J.
Dodd,
for:'
ezpmination .. d mswer.
CoWIterlng these questions on :.
Feb. :Ill in a lectlre at !be Coast -<
Guard
Academy,
formercbainnan rI. the former Atomic ~
Energy Commission Dr. Disie Do
Lee Ray stated that lbe nuclear
power industry is !be safest
.anl'One can work in.
, ID describing that safety, Dr.
Ray used !be analogy that the
clumces of a catastrophic aeddent at a nuclear plant are as
remote as a 'meteorite falling out
rI. the sky and squashing lhal
plant.
New La8dool AIIaJ'ed'9I F'1IIIdlIII
The slate wII1 not let cities and
towns such aa Ne... London loae
funds for urban renewal projects
because lbe stat. failed to match
f.deral
grants,
said State
Finance
Commissioper
Jay
TellP"r.
Gov. Graaao would 'Dot let S29
mil1ion he released to loca1
governments. New London ..... to
receive $1.5 million of that
Imount for reatoratlon III the
eo... area. The enectiellt General Assembly baa
filed a hill authorizing !be stale
money to be releaaed.
SportI_ FIDodI Voudllafed
Finances for a prop<JlIedsports
/ are'" in lbe downtown area are
in older, claimed lb. potential
developers at a Redevelopmenl
Co. Agency meeting last ...eek.
Details of !beir
mil1ion
packag. wII1 be presented DeIt .
monlb. Preliminary plan. call for
an area lhal can seal 4OllO for
.ither bockey or bultetball
gam.. and 6000 for special
events. A sil-<k>wn restalrant and
a last-food anact bar are also,
pilBlned. Developers say ~ey
have contacted ~onn.ctlcut
College about havlJlll !be Ice
hockey le8m uae the arena for
tlce and 21m1es.
prac
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to say, is that lbe pre .. has
neglected its reaponsi1lili1y by
allowing a fe... rI. the candidlltes,
and one candidllte in ~cular,
Mr. Carter, to go unnotlcecJ ootil
v.ry recently. No... !bey are
asking some of the tough
questions which should bave been
asked long ago about lb. past
records pf such(candldales."
Harry Griggs, a produc.r for
NBC Nightly Ne.... , however,
took issue wilb 811Chan asaerUon.
As Griggs contended:
"What .... are trying to do Is to
make .ure that we cover this
fairly. There have been accusations sometimes in lbe past,
that scmetimes lbe n.tworks
PUrPOSe1Y or inadvertantly tend
to give a little too much to one
candidllte or one side or anolb....
We are ma1I:iDg an esceplional
effort lbia year to make sure It Is
even and fair."
1 then asked Ed Bradley of CBS
if the N.lL primary
for the
N.lL voters to choose ho they
preler or
it for'iDe news
media to
the candidlltes on
TV and in the n ..... papers.
Bradley, wbo covered !be boll of
South Vietnam and Cambodia for
CBS, and who ....
""own tit
Saigon'.
Palace Holel as a
drinking partner of Hooter S.
Thompson,
replied
in th.
following manner:
"I lbink N.1i bu become a
media event. It's a matter of
which came flrst, the chicken or
the egg? Is N.1i important
because oflbe media or lbe olber
way around? Well it's also important
because
it
says
SClIIIe!bingand it'. the first. BIt.
what effect lhal bu 00 people In
other slIItes I bave no way of
_ned .. paJ. lis

Sha....
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The library urges all students and faculty to l
complete and return the Library.Use Questionnaire :
•
by March 1. This Is an excellent opportunity to :
make suggestions and air your grievances. Your l
cooperation is necessary for a better library.
:

~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Lookee Here!
This vacation is a CLOSED period to ALL students
MUST vacate their dormitory rooms no Illter than
9:00 a.m., saturday, March 13, 1976. Special
vacation locks will be installed at this time on all,
dormitories.
NOSTUDENTWILL BE ABLE TO GAIN ACCESS
TOTHEIR ROOM QURINGTHISCLOSED PERIOD.
BE SURE TO TAKE WITH YOU ALL PERSONAL
BELONGINGS THAT YOU WiLL NEED DURING
THIS RECESS. NO SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS OR
SPECIAL PERMISSION WILL BE GRANTED TO
ENTER YOUR ROOM OR DORMITORY DURING
THIS VACATION. '
Qormltories will reopen at 2:00 p.m., on Sunday,
March 28, 1976.

I

Cummings exhibit offers
'Mysterious' contrasts

FINE
ARTS
Bicentennial concert honors
American poets, composers
eoerformin~ the neo-classical
by June-AIm Greely
'''Suite for Flute and Oboe" of
A Concert of American Music, Ulysses Kay. Kay (b.l917) is an
a special feature in honor of the important black composer in the
. Bicentennial
year,
will be contemporary musical world; for
presented by the Departments of his studies (under the direction of
English and Music Friday,
Bernard Rogers, Howard HanFelruary 'l:l, in Dana Hall at 8:30 son, and Paul Hindemith) inp.m.
fluenced him in the more
The program will open with traditional
modes
of orJudith Kulb on the oboe and
chestrstion, choral music, and
Patricia Harper on the flute

Lorna RItz's works are large abstract paintings.

Musical potpourri

keyboard arrangements.
His
"Suite" is an excellent example
of his penchant.
An interesting element in the
concert is the series of "songpoems" that will be executed by
Claire Dale at the piano. Patricia
Harper on the flute, and sung by
Kathleen Arecchi, a soprano. The
poetry is all trom the Amencan
genre .. including the works of
Walt Whitman (Goody-bye, My
Fancy," 110 You Whom I Often
and Silently Come"), Gertrude

Stein ("I am Rose"),

e.e.

cummings ("Just-8pring"), and
Emily Dickenson ("It's All I
Have to Bring").
The verses were set to music by
the twentieth century composers
Ernst Bacon (especially fond of
Emily Dickenson lyrics); John
LaMontaine (awarded a Pulitzer
Prize in 1958for his "Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra")
John
Duke (also a skilled pianist, as
most of these men are); William
Flanagan (a one-time music
critic for the New York Herald
Tribune);
Jack Gottlieb
(a
former assistant to Leonard
Bernstein and his literary editor,
now the Music Director at the
Temple Israel in SI. Louis); and
Ned Rorem (probably the most
successful of the "art-song"
writers.
.
'The final piece to be perlormed
is the Charles Ives' "Piano Trio,"
with Anthony Adessa playing the
violin,
Frank
Church the
violoncello,
and
Zasia
Jacynowicz the piano. This piece
was wrilten by Ives between the
years 1904-1911,about the same
period in which he was, cernposing his "Symphony:
New
England Holidays ."
, Charles Ives has been noted for
his innovative
compositions,
which tend to blend together
some folk, JIJl.ll1ereligleus, andsome contemporary
styles,
.reailting often in works that
some critics judge unworthy of
true musical criticism, as they
appear
more to be folksy
conglomerations, than serious
attempts at composition.

cloud-like diffusion which conceals forms underneath,
an
HThat;s The Way I've Always
by Steven Certl1man
aspect of abstraction that inHeard It Should Be," Carly's first
terested Kandinsky and later
Concert News: March 4 & 5 _ real hit from 1970,starts the first
Pollock.
Cat Stevens at Madison Square side off. The song includes a
Ms. Ritz believes that each day
Garden; March 5· Laura Nero at string section which is a nice
presents a new and unique ex- Bushnell in Hartford; March 5, 6 addition to the original. The rest
perience. Her pailjtings are
& 7 - Carole Kin2 at the Beacon of the first side, including "The
show's organizer, Assistant
highly emotionally
charged,
Theater (NYC); March 7 - Cat Right
Thing
To
Do,"
Professor of Art,lWbert Straight,
reflecting the immediacy of the Slevens at Springfield; March 13 "Mockingbird,"
"Legend In
who first met them while
act of painting. She helieves that
_ Allman Brothers
Band at Your Own Time," and "Haven't
studying
at the Cranbrook
her works can be seen as. in- Nassau Colisium (L.I.); March Got Time For The Pain" are all
Academy of Art. The ellhibition
dividual pieces, not simply within
17 • Elvin Bishop and Marshall nicely done. The entire recording
contrast with the first show this
Tucker in Springfield; Marchl9s especially
clear, with a·
the twelve part series. However,
semester'
in
its
slightly
Dan Fogelberg at Woolsey Hall; minimum of background noise.
the similarity of design, and
mysterious nature.
March 20 & 21 - Electric Light Side two contains "You're So
repetition of colors in each
Lorna Ritz's paintings may be
painting suggests that there IS a Orch. at Beacon Theater; March_Vaint" H(We Have) No Secrets,"
referred to as third generation
continum of experience which 21 - Bowie in Springfield; March "Night Owl," a 1967 James
abstract expressionism, which
can not be \raken.
22 - Bowie in New Haven; March Taylor
tune
with
Bonnie
should not necessarily be conThe photographs
of Kotara
24 - Palli Smith in Avery Fisher Bramlett and Paul .and Linda
fused with third rate abstract
Masuda are intriguingly bizarre
Hall, (NYC); March 26 - Bowie in McCartney doing back-up vocals,
expressionism.
Nevertheless,
MSG; March 28 - Kiss at and Nicky Hopkins playing the
these paint1ngs dellneste many of- contrasts of subject matter,
which in some cases point to Springfield; April1- Bonnie Raitt piano,
"Anticipatio~"
and
the ideas and problems that
unusual similarities. A reclining
at Conn.; April 12 - Bad Co. in "Allitude Dancing."
artists
have grappled
with
figure wearing a shiny blouse is Springfield; April 16- Jesse Colin
"Run With The Pack" - Bad
throughout thetwetnieth century.
shown against the brilliant
Young in Springfield.
Company - Although they aren't
Indeed, Ms. Ritz's distribution
chrome of a motorcycle. Both
Records:
Rock's most original group, this
across the canvas is reminiscent
have fluid lines and distinct form
"The Best of Carly Simon": albim is true to their form-pure
of Kandinsky's "Improvisations"
and shimmer in the light, yet one This long awaited collection of basics. There's liltle intricacy to
of 1911-1913.But her 'palette is
is soft and alive, the other cold Carly's best is one of the most Bad Company's music, but they
much more reduced fIlan Kanand solid In one series of nine solid, totally enjoyable records put the basic elements of rock
dinsky's. Juxtapositions of heavy
photograpbs, the artist seems to I've heard. "The Best Of .;"
music together with a solidity
eadimun red and light nesh tones
be using the camera as a gives non-Simon freaks a chance that stirs the blood of any rocker.
and mauves and blues move the
timepiece. Each photograph is to hear her best works without
"Simple Man" gives lead
eyes to every' segment of the
buying four records.
singer Paul Rogers a chance to
continued on page flve
canvas in rapid..fire succession,
show that he's got one of the
as well as in and out of the picture
finest voices in rock and roll.
plane. This Hoffmanesque pushThere's some simple, repetitive,
pull leaves the observer in an
bit highly effective lead guitar
ambiguous
frontier which is
work. in this song. "Love Me
difficult to organize.
he may be hard to recognize at Somebody" is again a very vocal
by MartIn Gonld
The paiptings seem to explode
A s1;ylish movie version of
first, due to his arperb make-up song, but the emphasis is on the
from all directions. Large areas Agatha Christie's "MUrder On
job. The others, which include contlnnoo on page flve
of color are squeezed into sharp, the Orient Expre.... will be
Michael liork, Wendy Hiller,
thin jagged lines, not unlike the
Jacqueline
BI.. ell,
Lauren
designs of Indian art work in the sbown in Palmer Auditorium on
•
Saturday night at 8 p.m. This
BacaJl, Ingrid Bergman (in anAmeri .. sauthweal SclIDe of the
Academy Award winning perCllIon ..
_bled IIIlo a Intricate whodunit will be enjoyable to all, even to nonformance), Tony Perlrins, Sean
mystery fillS. The plot deals with
Connery, Vanessa Redgrave, and
the murder of a pa .. enger
John Gielgud are all fine in their
aboard
the luxurious 1·train
roles.
by Pam Jardlne
and Hepbbrn .andthe supporting
traveling the Orient Express
The fibn is extremely well
The
renowned
Spencer
cast make the film a classic for
(from Istanbul to Calais).
mounted.
The scenery
is Tracy-Katherine Hepburn team
all Hepburn and Tracy fans.
One of Christie's
fa vorite
beautiful and the costumes are star in the film "Pat and Milte,"
A French. film L'lmmortelle
detectives, Hercule Poirot, jus!
lavish. The movie was filmed on to be sh9WD by the Connecticut
will be presented by the Film
bappens to be on the train and his
location in Europe. For all train College Film Society Sunday,
Society Tuesday March 2 at 9
task is to discover
which
lovers, the train used in the February 29 at 8 p.m. in Dana
p.m, in- Oliva Hall. This film,
passenger
is the murderer.
movie is an authentic luxury Hall. This 1952film directed by
directed by and starring Alain
Among the passengers
IS a
train used in the 1930's.
George Cukor, also stars Aldo Robbe-Grillet, tells the story of a
Russian princess and her. maid, a
The mode of train travel of that Ray, Raymond Ching and Jim
rather immoral but lovable
Hungaril!D oount and countess,
era is particularly, interesting to Backus.
French scamp.
an American heiress and a
observe, complete with its formal
The film deals with the battle of
Using scenes of hi§ amorous
missionary.
Each pa .. enger,
restaurant,
exquisite
sitting the sexes as fought out by Tracy
pursuits, naughty escapades ~nd
despte their alibis, could have
rooms and luxurious staterooms. and Hepburn. Impressed
by
ingenious
crimes,
the film
committed the crime. Poirot,
11
However, the highlight of the film Hepburn's athletic prowess as a
combines the rather
risque
naturally, discovers who the
is to see how Poirot uses his willo dignified
college
physical
elements
of incest,
sadomurderer is by the fiim's consolve the crime and also, of education
teache~, a seedy
masochism and perversi1;y with a
clusion, and it comes as a surcourse, to see how close the promoter (Tracy) takes her on as
fresh touch of humor to produce
prise to -all.
.
Masuda's photographs
viewer (the amateur sleuth) can a client and bills her as an all· an interesting and entertaining
The
performances
are
. come ,to correctly -guess
around, ·athletic star. The fine
insight into the life of this Hencn
are a bizarre cOfltrast of thoroughly enjoyable. Albert
Finney is excellent
as
Poirot,
but
..;whodunit!
.'.
~rformances
given
by.
TracL
..
subject ma.tter.
.
,.
byClluM~r
Paintings by Lorna Ritz and
photographs by Kotara Masuds
are on uhibition in Manwaring
and "66" GalJerjes of Cwnmings
Arts Center W1til1llarch 12, 1976.
The artists are friends of the

It uesn't the butler

Tracy and Ifepburn In
Battle of the sexes

i
I
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Ballroom dancing offers
Fun, and a touch of class
•

by Marilyn Post

On a Saturday

afternoon

one

can find about fifty Conn.
students waltzing under the instruction
of Miss Virginia
LathaIIl in the ballroom dance
class
sponsored
by
tbe

Sophomore Class.
With a shriek of her whistle
Miss Latham brings the class t~
attention and pracedes to introduce the next combination of
steps, " .. .remember men, this is
one time when you're boll ..."

ONE, TWO, THREE, AND .•• Members of Virginia
Latham's dance class waltz away the affer!10on.

German scholar to lecture in the
Lyman-Allyn on_'Nazi Painting'
by Jim Dlskant
Professor Jost Hermand of the
University of Wisconsin will
speak on "Nazi Painting" Friday
February 28 in the Lyman Allyn
Museum Auditorium at 4 p.m.'
Mr. Hermand is a scholar on
German Literature, History, and
Art History. and he is particularly interested in 19th and
2llthcentury art.
The Nazis had their own
theories as to what art should he ,
and what art should not be. They
believed that art should be
realistic, representative, and not
naturalistic but idealistic. Ideal
workers with beautiful bodies are
the goal of these art~. Abstract
art was unacceptable, while art
served
an
. ideological,
lI'opagandistic function. It was a
tool of the state, and was used to

show the "Spirit of the Volk."
Hermand, who has studied this
period in great depth writes on

topical issues,- such as the
phenomenum of Pop Art. He has
taught at the .University
of
Wisconsin since 1958 and
posseses Visiting ProfesSorships
at Harvard and' Austin Texas.
. His major publications include
German Art and Culture from the
Grunderzeit to Expressionism.
Five volumes with Richard
Hamann. Interpretive Synthesis:
The Task of Literary Scholarship. Pop International:
a
Critical Analysis as well as
editions about German literary

persons.
The lecture is sponsored by the
German Department, and-will be
a part 01 the Faculty Seminar on
Facism ..

Limber Up!

4lur!e Litlquist's I?eginning ~tyle class .practices
••
'
before tl)e.mirror"
.,.
" .
"'.'
,

..
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Conn. Chords on the go :
Q

m

According to Miss Latham. the
class is apt; "one of the best"
she's had. Already they walk·
along. waltz, cha-cha and rumba.
Miss Latham. a Waterford
resident. has been teaching
dance in the area since "the age
when you begin to dance." Her
first pupils were neighborhood
kids whom she taught in a studio
which her father built. Her hobby
soon expanded.
As well as teaching dance to
children, a governor's wife, and
Coast Guard cadets. she wrote
for the New London Day for forty
years. Now retired from the
newspaper. she is one of the top .I
real estate brokers in the area.
For Miss Latham, dance is "just
fun. "
The waltz. rumba. and the chao
by Claire Bamberg
.
ma are only a few of the dances
This
Is
lbe
s""ond
In
a
series
01
that the students anticipate. For
them the future holds no less than articles about the singing groups
the jitterbug. bump, and hustle. 00 campus.
"Hey there.
And while Miss Latham does not
You with the stars In your
encourage spectators
in her
eyes."
classes, a few almost invariably
The above is a sample of one of
sneak in. One of a group of
the
oldest songs performed by the
curious crew jocks commented.
Conn Chords (not Connecticut
as the class cha-cha'd by, IIThey
Chords). one of the college's all·
look like they're having a good
women's singing groups which
tim"e.
does four part close harmony

.,.
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Everyone remembers only to-o
well how they felt when they tried
out.
Th6ugh the formula is a secret,
the most important element for
any small; close harmony group
is maintaining a blend as near
perfect as possible.
The Conn Chords are looking
forward to a busy semester. The
Dartmouth Aires will be singing
with the Chords at Conn. Feb. 28.~
March 12 finds the group at
songs.
M.LT., with Bowdoin and Mid·
New songs are being in- die bury concerts still under
traduced everyday with Jonl consideration. Sometime during
Mitchell'S "Circle Game" being the second part of the semeater
contlnned from page loar
one of the most recent additions. the group w ill malt e the Ioog trip
'divided into tllree vertical _ Other new arrangements
In· north for a return engagement
segments. The middle portion
elude: John Denver's "Follow with the Aires at Dartmouth.

Exhibit

,

acts as a process or "medium"·- Me:' Marv Driscoll's own
Exchange.con~rts enable \he
bi, which the 19p secnon is trans"Shulagrah" and the Carpent ... 's llroup to sing with all male
formed into the third.
"Please, Mr. Postman" to name groups -from colleges such as
Bathol the exhibitions are very
a few.
Harvard,
Princeton,
Yale,
worthlwhile, but I encourage
The 12-16 members compose Brown, Trinity, and Dartmouth.
each viewer to approach the show the unique arrangements
for Last semester the Chords sang
with an open mind' newly introduced songs them- with three Yale groups and had
selves. The Conn Chords learn them sing at Conn., all within two
and pass down music by ear with weeks. They also sang at M.I. T.
00-&5 songs making up the group's
and undertook various moneyrep er toire. New songs are addes . making tripa.
when a representative from each
The semester concluded with
of the four parts work together to the annual tour to Stratton for a
contlnned from page four
produce a harmony. or a single week of skiing, singing. and fun.
member creates an arrangement
Every year ~ Chords sing at
rhythmic piano backing with a
and presents it to the group as a Stratton for their skIlickets and
trief guitar solo. "Young Blood"
lodging. In the Interests
of
is Bad Co.'. version of this 5O's whole.
The group began in 1947 when it economy. this year they sang for
song; It's very shallow, lacking
both a driving beat and musical
was known as "The Double their dinner as well.
interest. "Do Right By Your
Octet." This group became the
Past years have taken the
Woman'! is acoustic guitar music Conn Chords in 1956. Though Chords as far away as Jamaica.
with a background of bluesy slide
originally known for their formal Though they haven't done this in
J(wtar. HSweet Lil' Sister" is a long pink dresses. the Conn qui~ a while. the spring vacation
driving, rhythmic song - heavy
Chords are now better recognized usually does take them to
on drums and vocal with only a by their flannel shirts and reno Florida. This year the tradition
subtle back·up guitar. "Fade
dition of "Bye, Bye, LoveY
couldn't be continued due to lack
Away" is nice, too.
The Chords practice every day <1 funds, but plans are underway
"Songs
For
Th-e New
in Windham for an hour to an for next year's trip.
Depression": Sette Midler - This
hour and a half. Being a closeCQ!!n Chords urges anyone
is the typical Bette Midler alblm.
knit group of friends, in addition interested in trylng out to talk to
There's 8 disco version of to blending well musically,
one of their members. New
"Strangers In The Night," one, -rehearsals dften end ln laughter members are alwayS-.welcome.
that probably isn't heard often in and a race to the dinner line.
The turnover is great every year,
discos. but ougbt to be. "Mr.
"Try-outs, are really not andleamingthe songs before the
Rockefeller" is Ms. Midler's last
something to fear," explained new year arrives always gives a
ditch appeal for "a few" (bucks).
one of the newest members.
group of this 90rt a bead start.
"Tragedy" is a nice song with
piano, chimes, a string section
The Conn Chords
and a 15 person cboir. The alblm
&
features sit-ins by Bob Dylan.
Todd Rundgren
and Rick
The Dartmouth Aires
Derringer. If you like 'Bette
Midler, "Songs For The New
will perform in Windham's Living Room Saturday,
Depression" is just fine.
Feb. 28 at 2:30.

Records--

AII~mpus
Party
Saturday, February 28
9 p.m.· Crozier· Williams
Sponsored by K. B.
~.
:~ ..
'

.

Saturday, Feb. 28
Chapel Board Coffeehouse
Music by PAT HARCOURT, JACK CLARKSON
ChapeL Library,. 9-12-p.m "
. Coffee-Doughnuts: $.25

,-------
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Election '76
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~'::.:'~b:;lhal
'-..... I't g~ a lot of
-- J_'
......... e- bees_ it Ia the lim
primary and it Ia the lim real
iDdication of .. hicb .. ay a
segmeot
of the American
popliatloa Ia lbinII:ing. On the
other baDd, It Ia a very small
aegmtd. Wheo you go to the
convention
you need
1506
delegates to be nom'nated IIld
N.H. bas 17."
Wheo asked to c<lIDlIleDt m the
, dele_'n'n.
role of the media m............
peoples'
political
outlooks.
Charlie G1bsoD of ABC noted:
"People who form opinions
form the media, I think, if they
.. e smart about it, and I lblnk
lDOlIt people .. e. sample from a
wide v.-lety. They don·tlook at
one piece on ABC 8Ild say that'.

_v__.......

IDrm
of
~-thelime.N"IPrdlabIy.....overt;thea Im~.. pen'od
wmple
tbey
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Interdisciplinary major takes
Special-effort, and motivation

,

write up a propose I WI th a
best
Would you liIte to major In arts ~
t play
UP.
nslatement of the goal of the in.
IS
of that Ia that there are so many
management,
irish studies.
neclicut College lat,oneof th~few
tmIisciplinary major and a list of
~
-people SlIIlpose(llY' undecided literary theory and practice. or scbools . thaI 0 rers sue .a
the courses that be plans to take.
people who won't tell you readily
theater and fiction? Although you program and only 2 or
Included sbould be' a justlflcation
who they are going to vote for or
will not find these majors Usled in the 12 ~~ege eschange
ve
of .. by eacb of the ;,......,. is a
IIOtvn~~!."
.
the coDege catalogue. there are feature.
Anth
legitimate part of the major.
As for .. bether or not N.lL
students .. bo are majoring in
Even though Kromer.
ony.
The proposal is then submitted
eojoys a diaproportionale share
topics sueb as these, and the and. Dean AlIce J~bnson, esto Anthony or Myers, who. in
ol political Influence and .. bether
range for any Connecticut
olfloo of the co~~agee
turn brings It before the com.
the press is responsible for this,
College student
is almost
that the proll':am IS .JlOP
• thaeYt mi~ to discuss the proposal
one might consider the follo.. ing
limiliess
are also unammous in saying
.
b
b' h t L I
.
fib
de ,.. ;.
ne's own major is not and vote on It. If the major
esc auge .. IC
OOA P ace
If a student finds that one 0 e
s,&,_.g 0
ted that
programf'is
accepted
several
Monday night on CBS Ne....
lrsditlonal disclp1inary majors for everyone. Kromer sta
,
•
Waller Cronltlte asked his
olfered by lbe college does not "It takes a special effort to do It advisors are selected ~ help ~e
colleagues if the N.lL primary
satisfy bis interests or goals. then (design a major) and takes a ItInd student through any difficulties
..,:
.... really crucial. or if the press
he can attempt to de.ign his own of motivation lbat not every
he may ilave later on. If the
is
blew it out of proportion.
major through a plan called lbe student has. If a student has a COmmlU~ feels the proposal,
z
:::)
"It·s crucial." quipped Bruce
interdisciplinary
major
"""cific interes~. they should lacks umly and tha t ~~
of the
j
IL
Morton. "because we blow It out
0
. It is both a
uIar and stick with a lredil10nal major."
~urses ar~ not us
• they
ol proportion."
... pr, gram
t c%"P and as
Dean Johnson agreed that ''for
will return It to the .tudent witb
irmam.. f lb
certain' fields It isn't good "For
suggestions for revision. After
JoUDllmqueAnProthgrameba
ony.
a
n 0
e
.
th
ifi d ch
h
bee
.tudent-facully interdisciplinary
instance. for someone trying to
e spec e
auges ave
!'
major program. said, "50 to 60 get" into a graduate scbool of made. the student.may resublDlt
students now enrolled have psydJOlogy. it is probably best to the proposal and It is g,::,er~y
designed their own major and 10 major in psyebology rather than
accepted on the secon tune
.. lbIDed from peae ODe
be noise. Byrle Bombero thinks
in utreme cirClllllstances. and
to 15 students a year decide to SClIJlelhingliIte psychology in the .around.
that the dorm bas worked out that residency there should be take part in tbi! prngrarn."
1800's. Majoring in lredillonal
Anthonr c~eJ?ted
~t
if
well andthatthere is nothing that
volunla'y.
Jolm Kromer. a _tudent on lbe psychology allows the student to s"".'oone IS coDSldermg deongning
me can't get used to. Steve
Tina Brown believes tbal if committee
and
an
In. concentrate the course8""that will thell' own major. they sbould
Shaeffer also felt that sound ....
Lazrus i. going to be in the lottery
tmIiscIplinary
major bimaelf
be counted toward his major in a
"check out places they m1gbtlry
a problem. SInce .ound carries so it sbou1d have some asset. She stated tbat the program I~ way that graduate schools prefer.
to gel a job at and see how strict
much there. it can be quite a . suggested SClIJlelbing liIte of- .tarling to caleb on. "It·.taltlng
Anthony reaffinned that "lbe
your back!\round ha~ to ~ to
problem as much privacy is not
feriDg it as a pilotography dorm. a while for people to realize there program does not appeal to enter ~at field. ~ don ~feel It (a
available. He believes the dorm
with the basement turned-into a is such a program and the school everyone ~d I don't tbInk It self deslgnedma10r) will hurl for
. sbou1dnol be in the lottery e%Cept dark room.
should. If everyone did It It most fields. although some fields
t
wOuld lead to the ultimate br;ak.
have specific requirements and
down of all departments." He felt you may not bave enough
that if a .tudent can find a major
background."
that satisfies his needs, then be
Even though all members of
should .lIck with a traditional
the committee feel It is necessary
major. The student-de.lgned
to screen ~e people who want to
major program
Is only an
des1gl1 thell' own major. they
alternative.
encourage those who feel that lbe
said Blossom. He explained that emerged.
If a student finds that one oflbe
traditional majors do IIOt fulfill
,
MlmlGlDoU
TIds Ia the _
III a _
01 the Iep1 Jll'OC'!dures IalIted untll
According to Blossom. the 36 dlscipllnar)i majors does not their .. ants. to take part in lbe
artleIIs •• the ..,_..
.. ...
the faR of 1m. becauoe cbanne1 6 informality of the earlier days Is satisfy bla needs. then be .hould
program. As Kromer say ••, "I
claimed lbat WCNI .. ould in- in conDict .. Itb the .trlct
._,WCNl.meet wilb Anthony or Minor _ hope more people will take ad·
terfere wilb their signals. even. scbedu1es and Ibe strict for- Myers director of the com.
vantage of It." "It shouldn·t be
"WCNI has been in existence In though it was only a radiance of malities .. hich WCNI must now millee:and discuss lbe character
reserved for a select few."
one form or another since lIJe one or two miles.
folio... "The old days .. ere just of lbe specific major that be added Anlbony.
11160·.... .aid Jack Blossom. ' . When lbe application finally ,tons of fun," he said. "Through
wants to design. Then. according
presido!nt of the slIlim. "It was went lbrough. "it .... a land· that lbe real enthusJasm of lbe to Anthony. the student .hould
operated .. ith the assistance. of marIi: decision by the FCC." station grew."
guys from YaIe." .. ho appsi"ently
according
to Blossom.
Tbe
SUMMER ROUND TRIP
made lripa to Com. In order to decision was based upon the fact
organlxe Its radio programs.
that the grounds of interference
lEW YORK TO LONOOI
The bialory of WCNI may be
were unjuslified._ "It: was a ooatbuted froarpage three
$265
said to have begun around 1969 decision for educational radio (such as the library)!'
that the school can reasonably
MUST
RESERVE
65
when a IIlllDber of people, in- and agains. the interests of
The recommendation- for a
expect to raise over a given
DAYS
II
ADVANCE.
eIndIng 8m WeeIi:s and Dave
comlnerclal
outlets."
be ex· director of annual .g;ving to
period of time.
CALL TOLL-FREE
Clarl<. petltloaed for funds to pIained. After Conn. .. m Its case. relieve Delmold of SClIJleof bls
Although Barnes and Roebe
rebuild the slItIon, since the many olber 10walt stations were additimal responsibilities was
concluded
their
consulting
• TO •
facilities
.. er.. no longer
also set up.'
put into practice lbIs September
8lTangement with COM. at Ibe
(1M)
147·71"
operable.1t .... In that y..... that
WCN! moved to Cro in when Debbie Zilly '72 became
end of December. Delmold said
IOVA
CHARTER
CORP.
the sma11 AM station was moved
February
of 1972. Nineteen
Conn.'. fu11-tlme Annual Fund
that the college "probably will
ITHACA,
lEW
YORK
to the basement of Jane Addm1S,
Wndred dollars were spent on director.
use \!1~ again in the future."
though a year 1ater It....
new equipment.
including a
Delmold said that the con·
resllllated in Hohnes HaD, where
mixer board, a turntable. a carl sultants
worked
.. Ith tbe
It .. as not.only less cramped but
machine. and 2 tape recorders. . president. Ibe Board of Trustees.
8
afforded the OJ's gorgeous
lInce that time another 1.110 aod himself on lbe question of
rooms with fireplaces. "It was
dollars have been spent on a long-term preliminary planning.
bulcally a club !lack tben...
delay cart machine.
another "Obviously .. hat we need more
expIa1ne<l Bkleaom; "a social
turntable. a peak IiJlIiter. and than anything is to double our
gathering
place more than
emergency
broadca.t
equip· endowment." _ Delmold
el<·
anythq else."
ment. The record lilrary has plained.
The difficulty
is
In 1971 the .tudents Invohm
doubled in Ibe past tIree years preclcling the kind of eodowment
with WCNI decided to apply to and 1l1ossom bopes to altain at
Over S33.500,oocr unclaimed scholarShips, grants. aids, and
the FCC far an FM license. The least 110 more records lbIs year.
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
first problem which they faced
''The board of directors grew
these sources researched and compiled as '01 Sept. 15,1975 .
.... the desire to haft full comrol
as the .tation
gre ..J" said
over
their
people
and
IIIossom. In 1972 it .... con>UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
prormmlng;
a desire .. hich
prised of .Ix people:
"the
11275 Massachusetts Ave .. Los Angeles. CA 90025
<ODfIicted with College Cound!'.
equipment waan't talten care of,
o I am enclosing $9,95 plus $1,00 for postage and handling,
provision against diacrlmlnatory
the schedule .. as spotty. and
membersbIp within clubB. The meetings ... ere mmlhly or bl·
solution to this problem was the JDOIllbly depending on people'.
formation of the Com. College moods.~ he added. By November
I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
I
if_TUm
Broadcaal AssocIatIon, Inc.. a of 1973. wben Bkleaom joined Ibe
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCESTO:
I
llII-"_1S
non.profit organization .. hlch
board. WCNI WlI!l stnI an AM
I
I
was then under lbe direction of station operating .. ithln the
1~ Captain'. Walk
Name
Mr. Charles Slurio and Mr. dorms. which apparently lJllIde it
New ~
• 442~1
Leroy KnIght.
difficult to convince Ibe members
I Address
I
The New ~
Mall
The second major problem was
to take their jobs seriously. But
I
I
,
I
New ~
• 447-2968
I City
State
Zip_
I
that no one "had anticipated that
by the fall of 19'74. "when there
I (Cali' -rnia residents please add 6% sales tax.)
I
channel 6 from Providence. R.I.
.... actually a radio station to
L~
~~_~~~~
~_~~ __~
WIlllId.Drot~·the~rr,"--nm."
lbe board as It is today
_
_.
__ . _
•
,•• .-.. ,- ......,.,.."'
••'~n".\lp·.~··,,\.~·.,,·.~
..,·.~·.':,.·.,.-~lo""",.
n
"'''''-~'''''''"l.-t.,
,...
~ .

"
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Enthusiasm of radio station
Overcame varioUs problems

·Cons
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33.,500 ..000

Unelaimed
S~holarships
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Three Conno students study food issues;
Find time spent worth the hard work

ALL CAMPUS 50'S ~A~

will

On Friday

Janet
will be
Three Connecticut
College
and pellimal responae; looIs and orgamlallon.
wrlUng
a
eeries
of.
artlcleI
for
studenls were among 15 students
techniques r1 actioo; camJlWl
seJecled from all aprls of the strategy; and the conlributioo of. PUNDIT dealing with her "".
periences 88 a ~tidpmt in the
United States to participate in \he the cllll'cb. Meal preparation
January
wOlbbopa.
Food Action Center's January
was practical in tbat it was a
Apparently, the ten days were
PrognlIIl for Student Rood Ae- grlJup effort.
1Pell 1ror1b tibe bird but re1Jartivisls, in Washingloo, D.C.
Tbe· individual internships
ding work, as the studenla bad
Janet Noyes, Selden Prentice,
were as follows:
nnmerws good things to say of.:
and Bruce Ross traveled to
One student, Bruce Roas, was
the young people who work for
Washington to take part in a ten- involved in an i'!temship r1 the
dsY inltensive study of. food Center for SCience on En· the public in the area of. food, in
Washington. All are obviously
isSUes, secial 1mplications, and vir,~nlaJ Issues. This focused energized and full r1 ideas which
techniques ci food action work. pnmarily o!' aspects r1 nutrttloo. they hope to put into practice.
The program is conducted by s A suborganlZ8tion was made up
resource group, The Food Action ci those people wbo plan and
Center, a project ci the U.S. Org~lZe Food Day, which will be
coatinued from page elgbl
National Student Association
Apn18.
the
men ana women Wlll be
Foundsllon. It involves panels,
Selden Prentice worked on the
practicing 3 nights s week:
worl<soops, and individual in- Fne.nds Committee on National
Mondays from HI p.m., and
ternships,
and functions
as Legislation.
The committee
Wednesdays and ThlU'sdays from
prottoype for food action, skill. co!,~e,!," ilaelf with the "rocess of
7~ p.rn. All students interested in
building sessions..'
iml1ating,
catalogwng
in·
joining are encouraged to do so.
All 15 students
attended
formation, andcommunicaling to
It bas been suggested that pool
workshops aimed toward in. peopl~ various bills.
hours be ellPanded to include a
creasing their knowledge of food
Janet Noyes' internship inlime each day, or several limes s
related asprets by covering/mch
volved. her as an ~Ioye
.in.a
week,
for
serious,
nonareas as community domestic
collecllve'food store, The Fields
compelitive
recreslion
al
and global issues; st:nple living ci Plent.v." in Was~glon. This
swimming. During this period the
IS
a
non·nrof.t
no·boss
lane markers will be put up so
Starting
Monday,
February
23, the New York
that people can swim Isps, and
Times will be available
daily for use In Crozier·
someone will be available to give
instruction on stroke mechanics
Williams
by presenting
an'IID.
card at Cro Main
and techniques to those desiring.
n,,,sk.
'
'
An~ne who would like to offer
any sddltional
suggestions
~----;o.\.-concerning swimming or use of
this
year
the
"proceeds
will
go
continued from page one
the pool in general, should contowards the new library, the
donating them. Last year's
tact Mr. Luce or Mrs. Wagner in
senior class gift to the college,
suction raised over 2,000 dollars
the Physical Education departand future senior class acand as Biscuti remembers it,
tivities."
Hemmingwa-y exment (ext. 205).
"The highest article was the
plained
that commencement
dinner which Mr. Chu offered and
week will cost from 3,000 to 4,000
I think it went for 70 or 80 dollars. liThe success- of senior
dollars."
week depends upon a successful
According to Shelly Conger,
auction" he added.

•.".
'11

March S, the Social Board
present
" Flashback,"
the rock and roll revival group d the
SO's. Among the dances they play to are the twist,
the jitterbug
and the bob & stroll. The group will be
upstairs
In Cra. and as always,
beer ~III be the'
featured
drink. The admission
charge
Is $1.
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m
~
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•
ATTENTION USERS OF PALMER LIBRARY'
:
Smoking is prohibited
in the Ubrary.
Not only is
: It a fire hazard and an annoyance
to others who
•
• wish to study, but also the smoke does irreparable
~ da."a~e
to books. If you must smoke, pluse
use the
smolnng
roo'!' on the first floor. Avoid causing
: extra expendItures
for replacing
damalled
books
: by taking heed to this advice.
Thank you.
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:

:K.nowlton--coatinued from pqe oae
and the neceSsity for depsrtnwlt
recommendslions in order to live
there serve as a screening
process for those who are not
serious. Davis stated that it is
primarily an academic issue, not
a social issue.

FOR SALE: Standard, dormsize refrigerator.
WOOd-grain

exterior.

Runs perfectly

..
Oft

..-.... III

•
C

•-<

..

and Is

quiet. Asking $60. Contact Jon
Kromer, Blunt 217.

Dubos ----"""lb1I1eli

from page oae
campus well known speskers to
honor the first president (1913-19)
and to open new vistas 01 inquiry
and interest" It was established
in 1981iin the name 01 the first
president ci Connecticut College
Frederick Henry Sykes.
'

STEREO COMPONENT
SERVICE
Turntables 0 Tuners
Amps 0 Tapedecks
Receivers 0 Etc',

Tel.: 443-2282

11tE ITEREO WOIIK8ENCH
214 Montauk Ave,

1----Diii"1'~~m!m~ini~:mm;;~;::;;==:;-l

'BELLIN'S' '
Specwlizes in
Birthday Parties
And Gatherings

, PHARMACY &.
393 William.
Telephone:

E

Street

442-1818

Come ~own to Hodges Squat.
an~ f~nd those painting,
carpeting,
and hardware
1I00d. that will enhonce your
room', decor. We',. ready,fo
help you throughout
the
coll-se year with any supplies
you may need for any d04it-

SEAFOOD • SPAGHETTI
HOT OVEN GRINDERS

11tE COMPLETE PHARMACY
FREE DELIVERY

* * ~

88 OCEAN AVE.
443-0870

your •• lf pro;Kt •.
111 Willi... , Ilrtf'

442-8567

.

'.

B
EIS
S.
THE JACOB mATI' INSTIT\,JTE
IN ISRAEL
Year Program, Fall Term only. .• .•
, "'or Spring Term only
_

Earn 16 'credits for the semester. 'Juniors and seniors
eligible.
.
Applications
new being accepted forFaIJ
and Year
programs,
1976·77, due March 15. (No language
re~
quirement.
)
Applications
for Spring program
due Nqyember
15.
.(Beginning
knowledge
of Hebrew required.)
Financial
aid available
.'
Obtain information
from:
•
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Office of InlernationaJ.Progr}l1Wl
Brande,s
University
Waltham, Mass. OaIi4 "

,.
,,,..
,

Special on 126 ana 110
film developing
12 Exposures for $2.95
20 Exposures for $4.45

,

........

KOINE
'#'.

:

Through
yoar dqrm tep:
.
.

.

.

Or contact Maria~ Muzio..
•

•

~

+

•
Freeman
In
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Women hoops ters lose to
Manches ter and Eas tern

SPORTSCamels down Jersey Tech in overtime;
Csgers play inspired basketball
>!

by IWn Polara
Tuesday, Fetruary 17, was the
last opportunity for the fans to
catch a glimpse of the women's
basketball team as they hosted
Manchester Community College
in their home finale.
The game was close in the
opening quarter, but the opponents maintained a small lead,
despite the strong defensive
efforts of Gay Goessling, Pam
Sharp,
Nini
Gridley
and
Georgette Dionne, and the excellent shooting of Ann Caputi
and Kit Shaeffer, who claimed
high scoring honors for Conn.
with 13 and 11 points respectively. The second half turned out
to be a different story, however,
as the continued pressure of the
guests resulted in poor play and
nwnerous fouls on Conn.'s part.
Conn. had never had a player
foul out of a game, but the story
that day was different. Forwards
Goessling, Sharp, and Gridley all
fouled out of the game, forcing
Coach Bellotti into a four guard
offense. The -result was chaotic.
Their rebounding strength was
somewhat limited and the only

shots they could get off were
outside bombs. The final score
was Manchester 56, Conn. 33.
There isn't a lot that can be
said about the team's game
against Eastern
Connecticut
State College the following night,
except that the opponents were
good, Corm. was injury-ridden,
and the Camel's lost by 61 points

minutes rernauung against a least, Andy Rawson kept them in
With three games remaining in
mediocre Jersey Tech team, the the game a number of times as he
the season, the Connecticut
camels rallied to tie the game at turned in the best performance of
College' basketball team bas a
82-21.
~
at the end of regulation
high college career. Rawson
record of 9 wins and 8 defeats.
Conn. was forced to play
play.
Despite
tenacious
dfense,
popped
in
crucial
points,
grabbed
IIlI Three games were played this
without the services of starting
the Camel's game was still tied at big rebounds and drew a number
III week.
center Jennifer Johnston, who
69atthe end of the first overtime.
of offensive fouls.
I&.
February
18, Salve Regina
was out with a toothache, and
Determined to win their final
The game was a tremendous
College traveled to New London
Gay Goessling, who was sidelined
game in front of the large borne way to end their home court
:: from Newport, R.I. for a rematch
after an injurious lesson in the
crowd, Conn. came up with four season. It served as a treat for
with the Camels. Coach Luce had
cha-cha-cha,
~ a surprise for the Newport Five,
straight points in the second the fans, an indication of what's
Fearless
guard
Georgette
overtime to win 77-75.
in store in Conn. College
wrapped in the lsrge frame of
Dionne created hopes for opIt was a team effort that pulled basketball and as a tribute to the
Z Jim Litwin, who started for the
timism in the opening 'minutes,
the Camels through. Ted Cotjanie three graduating seniors who
~ first time at center. Big Jim,
however, as She hit a long jumper
led all CoM. scorers with 16 were honored at halftime.
responded to Loce's confidence
from downtown. Moments later
bY scoring 14 points and leading points, shooting 6 for 7 from the The next afternoon, the squad
she tried one from the Sububrbs,
Conn. to a 93-80 victory. It must
field. Mike Franklin, despite tra veled
to
Dudley,
though, and the coach yanked in
be noted that Salve Regina
scoring only 4 points, made them Massachusetts to tangle with
favor of.3 more conservative
arrived with only five Players,
count. Franklin scored the basket NICholsCollege. CoM. was on the
shooter. Lynn Clements came in
while the rest of the team stayed
to tie the game at the end of _crest of a wave the past two
and tallied a quick lay-up, but it
regulation play, then iced the games, but as everyone knows,
home'with the flu. Despite their
wasn't enough to help the
lack of substitutes, however, the
game with two free throws with aU .waves eventually crash, and
Camel's
keep up with the
two minutes remaining in the so It was WIth the camels.
.
Seagolls played a gutsy game led
poJ:Verfulopponents.
second overtime period. Dan
With fourteen minutes left in
by their excellent guard Bernard
Levy, Steve Brunetti and Jeff ~e game, the two teams were
Redfield who scored 36 points.
Simson clearly inspired both the tied at 59, but ~onn. suddenly ran
The camels' next game was on
February 20 and proved to be the
team and the crowd in the waning out of gas. NIchols scored the
Students are reminded
to sign up for the Ma,rch 3
moments with bulls-eye shooting next 8 points and never trailed
most exciting game of the season.
and scrappy defense. Last but not thereafter.
wrestling
clinic in ero being taught
by coach Roy
Trailing by 9 points with 3
,
Lionel Catlin led aU scorers
Eatonand
three
All-Americans
he rearedfrom
with 20 points. It was the sixth
nearby
Uncasville.
It is emphasized
that the clinic
'0
timethls season he has scored 20 'isforConn.studentsonlyandtheymusthavetheir
0&
points or more in a game .. Jeff
.
•
Simson also played a strong
own or college
option purchase
insurance.
Also,
By ANNE ANDERBERG
and a loss recorded. Dooble game as he netted 16 points, but
everyone
attending
is encouraged
to wear shorts or
Displaying
a mixture
of
defaults are also listed as losses. Nichols with 6 men in double
warm-ups,
a T-shirt, and sneakers.
serious, intense spikers and
The highlight game ofthe week. figures defeated Conn. 95-84.
~
''---.J
SUnday afternoon bwnpetll, the
was played Felruary 15 by the
•
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=::':~~t':~v~~'::,Cathy
Rigby to conduct C true
D·'urlng P arents , .TY7
w ee k en d

Five leagues and an incredible 46
teams make up the participants
in the OIIll0ing round robin.
CUrrent results of the 21 point
game matm .. are posted on the
upstairs bulletin board in Cro. flJJ
of last \feek the top teams were
the Harkness Huatlers, Mieux
~ Larrabee and Larrabeee II,
all sporting 2-0 records.
Some teams
are having
problems fieldingihe necessary 6
piarers, 3 men IIJlli 3 women. AU
participants are reillinded that a
player may only play for their
own dorm and on only one team.
If a team does not show the 6 required
players within ten
minutes of the given starting
time, the game will be forfeited

12-20deficit by the strong serving
of Karen ~t
and the repealed
put-aways of Mitchell Halpern.
The Rangers tried to rally behind
the hardspiking of David Foster,
By Steve Certliman
but ~ere ultimately beaten in Cathy Rigby, whose perovertime 22-20.
formance for the U.S. Olympic
Another first-rata, game was team in 1972brought her the rank
played F-'lbruary 2? between the of No.5 gymnast ill the world,
strong Smith-Burdick team and will be conducting a demonthe K.B. Kibbies. (Armenian strationand clinic in the Cro gyno
meatballs - SOnamed by Magic 011 Friday, April 23. The event
Markie, moonlighting while the which is timed to coincide with
K.B. Hack Pack was off for the parents weekend, is scheduled to
day). The game was attended by last from 4-6 p.m.
one spectator (Matt Tyndall of Cathy will give a short
K.B.) who did not root, but demonstration and then offer tips
~dded his team onto its :ID-18and advice to the gymnasts for
VIctOry"
the rest of the two bours. There
will be a fee for the clinic (which
basn't been set at this time) as
well as a small fee for seats in the
balcony during the clinic.
Before
sbe
became
professional, cathy Rigby won 12
medals in the international
by Kathy Dickson
wnn growmg teams
will be <competition (8 of which were
Despite the cancellation of scheduled for the sp..u;g and fall gold). RecentlY, she has .apmeeta,tI1ewomen'sswimteam
is <if next year. It is with these peared on game shows, ,variety
alive and kicking. The team,
teams tbat the Camels have had ~nws and as star of NBC s Peter
accompanied now by the men led the best contests and the most.
,
by Bruce Parmenter, has can- success in the past.
Cathy s husband,
Tommy
tinued to practice, to improve
The women's team coach, Mrs. Mason, 15 a former .AU-Pro
stroke techniques, and to keep in Wagner, is very excited about the "!,,nmg back for .the Minnesota
shape. There is great enthusiasm
enthusiasm shown by the team
Vikmgs. Tommy 15 expected to
among the participants
canmember.!. She will be getting in conduct the gym departments
cerning competitive swimming
touch with prospeCfive students
coaching class ?n Frtday mar·
.,d they are confident that nen
who have expressed an interest
nmg, and he will appear with
season will be a success.
and background in competitive
CaF~:; :!'ighe
~of;s~Pc' th
Several meets witb nearby
swunmmg. It IS hoped that such
've a 90
a.,
a y
schools such as Wesleyan, the
petllonal contact will encourage
gI
.
~ute
lecture on
University
of Rhode Island:
more new students to join the ~ICS
which will feature
Wellesley, Central Connecticut
team and will strengthen it
anwdIfdootaf
ge from ABC's
state College, Wheaton, South- greatly.
. I e or a Sports." These
eastern
Massachusetts
will melude performances
by
Univer.!ity, and other colleges
For the rest of the semester,
Cathy, Olga Korbut and others.
continued on page seven
There will be no cbarge for the

lecture for Conn students and
their parents.
Cathy
Rigby
was voted
"Special Entertainer
of the
Year" by television's
"En-

.·wim team alive
S
And S tl·11kl·C ki ng

~,~e;

/

Cathy

Rigby

performing

ertainer of the Year Awards," ,
md she's known for her patience
and willingness to help aspiring
zoung gymnasts. This is her first
"liege tour -.

